After years of seeing our extreme end use customers’ deal with the complexity of mobile machine shop issues and problems, we successfully engineered the Kipper Tool Company Mobile Precision Maintenance Shop (MPMS) tool system. We have designed this focused Vender Managed Tool System (VMTS) to address medium and light precision machining tasks. This system was developed by drawing from our most demanding industrial and military customers.

The MPMS provides a complete package of precision equipment designed for regular and preventive maintenance tasks as required in meticulous high tech applications. The system is equipped with industrial precision consumables, personal protection equipment (PPE), cabinetry, storage media, lighting and tooling and machinery that are organized for rapid inventory; facilitating the highest levels of accountability and maneuverability. Accountability consists of custom and unique restraining liners combined with unique inventory provisions. Every component has its own placement and is secured as to maintain its position in a mobile application. All components are of industrial quality and are provided with the intent of every day rigorous usage. All components meet and exceed all applicable American Society of Mechanical Engineers / American National Standards Institute (ASME/ANSI) and Aero Space specifications. These systems are also maintained by “Replenishment Kits” that are designed with the same level of scrutiny.

This MPMS includes complete integration into a commercial 8.5 x 32 foot box trailer. All storage media, lighting, electrical and machinery are professionally mounted and secured to best accommodate the balance and mobility of the trailer. The trailer must have an interior height of 7 foot or more. The trailer is required to have a 10,000 pounds Gross Vehicle Weight Rating (GVWR) or greater.

This tool system is designed, engineered and sustained via the Kipper Tool Company Vender Managed Tool System (VMTS) program.

* All prices subject to change based upon addition of new components. Components may be substituted due to availability. Items may not be shown individual.

*Trailer not included. Can be provided separately.